
Too Enough

Name: Date: __/__/20__

Things are coming _________ fast for me.1. too

I had come down early _________, and watched through the drawing-room
blind the cleansing of all the steps in the street but ours.
2. enough

They are _________ sacred for the cold publicity of print.3. too

He was weak _________ for womanly tears, but their fountains no longer
flowed; it was with him as with the dying, whose eyes may light up, but rarely
shed a tear.

4. enough

This doctrine was not _________ absurd for the extravagance of the
moment.
5. too

I have not been long _________ at this table to get well acclimated;
perhaps that is it.
6. enough

They were _________ far off to help.7. too

Claire was _________ weak to stagger away.8. too

June would be early _________, in all probability, and if the lake should be
tolerably smooth the grand affair might come off some time in that month.
9. enough

Sometimes the cement becomes _________ thick for use.10. too

The music of the new symphony began gaily _________-it was even
merry.
11. enough

He was much _________ real, and loved, and wanted.12. too

Her savings went quickly _________, and she fell into dire poverty, for
she had not yet recovered her strength, and could not do housework.
13. enough

The land is not large _________ for both.14. enough

It isn't _________ late yet to change that.15. too
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The situation was _________ grave for personal trivialities.16. too

Her thoughts were _________ tempestuous for that.17. too

The one was commonplace _________-I mean his appearance-and his
conduct, unless one knew the underlying motives, was merely that of an
unobtrusive, rather melancholy seeming gentleman of quiet tastes and habits.

18. enough

The park is pleasant _________, but after all if you are led on a string and
not allowed to speak to other dogs, it soon becomes dull and tiresome.
19. enough

I'd seen quite _________ of it already.20. enough
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